Sound Bites in front of the Abyss of God’s Wrath

#2 – End of the Free Internet?
It could be the last opportunity using the Internet as Obama has
given the control rights of a free web to the United Nations.
They will do what Erdoğan-Turkey recently did, following
China, by closing down every free thinking, democratic TV
station and website, being internationally owned and restricted
by psychopath NYC Illuminati bankers printing fiat money to
control the New World Order with US Dollar currency. Watch
the recent NEWS for the next 60 days gone ballistic, if the
YouTube web is still around, but the Good NEWS is still
available if you have a Bible - now unfolding its divinely
foretold prophecies.
Thus, it could be my last goodbye perhaps can still print out
from an old-fashioned laptop computer some Bible information
collected in Pearls if the electricity is still around to be informed,
(Pearl #175, #666).
Many science-prophecy perspectives were collected for ten
years in Babushka egg concepts under the penname Jonah-II
meant to widen knowledge horizons before the web is gone to
shut down the last free information linked to Truth.
The latest NEWS not covered on your local TV, China just
announced with Russia and many other nations, to take over the
US world currency to challenge the Illuminati NYC bankers
club and Obama who control the biggest military complex
machine and so is still the most powerful person ever on this
planet being the commander of NATO too.
A slip of the tongue by Trump who built globally dozens of
skyscrapers said the 9/11 NYC World Trade Center was the
strongest outside iron-frame building ever built could only come
down by an implosion on the foundation. The Saudis responded
still irritated of a recent Court decision being sued by 3000
victim’s relatives, claimed it was triggered by Bush using fake
TV graphics. Recently YouTube prove that NASA satellites
hanging on balloons, or like a flat earth theory divided those
who still adhere to evolution fairy tales.
The NYC bankers did not like these remarks which challenge
their lies and deception now provide a daily diversion menu for
Americans being split by voting for candidates the FED
selected, what a joke! Worse the UNESCO voted again to
exterminate Israel (10/13/2016) and divide Jerusalem in two,
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but they have forgotten that ELOHIM purchased a threshing
floor for 50 silver coins 3000 years ago.
Watch how the Owner of the universe will defend what belongs
to him. Do not mess touching his eyeball fulfilling prophecy of
Zachariah 14 during 2017.
Soon the world will be embroiled in the last war of wars known
as Armageddon. The ELOHIM will call together many nations
for a final judgment nobody will ignore it. If you still have a
Bible, only God’s Word gives us a better forecast. (Malachi 4)
Check it out, as “Time” has run out for this hi-tech atheistic
civilization determined genetic destroy all Life on earth
embedded in Nature, thus becoming absolute Evil to incite
YHWH - Wrath again.
Today’s worldwide reality was foretold by ancient prophets
using Israel’s history as an illustration to mirror future events
they did not understand. Like Daniel, most were troubled with
what was dictated to them – thus says YHWH; God’s Plan for
Mankind was finally revealed by Yeshua in the Apostles’
writings, still screwed up by Christian denominations loving
money more than Truth. In parting take my advice seriously and
quickly printout some Babushka egg information will soon no
longer be possible, hence my last Warnings.
My dream as an inventor-scientist will end with standing before
the Throne all dressed in a white tunic. (Rev. 4; 7:9-17) But
some are Saints will be rewarded with pocket telephones, a
direct line to Yeshua the King of Kings and Lord of Lords. I
want to meet him in private in a garden-house, a one to one
encounter, and ask him to reveal my new assignment in the Jod
dimension when he said in Genesis 1:26, “Let us make Herbert
in our image, after our likeness.” Being appointed and elevated
to royalty could repeat an Adam-Eve story duplicated for the
Saints. I would love to work on another planet in an expanding
universe to manage the environment and have dominion over
fish, birds, wild animal life. Thus, the Creator’s vision is
expanded collected in Babushka eggs recorded in the Book of
Books.
Yours Jonah-II, under a penname Herbert
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=riwaQixZXas&t=45s
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